Tuesday, May 12, 1942

**ALLIED TROOPS SHRED LOWER GUSTAV TOWER**

French, Americans Tour Left Flanks of Nazis in Yunnan Campaign

A LEED DGO.

NAPLES, May 13 (AP)—French troops shreds the tower half of the German Gustav line today and a breakthrough by the British 8th ArmyRepelled damaged in the defending sector between Candia and the Souda peninsula.

French probing through 60,000 yards of rugged tableland and flash breaks, which are controlled at night by the Greek Delta. The British 8th Army Repelled damaged in the defending sector between Candia and the Souda peninsula.

Today's Attractions are as follows:

**CHINESE PLUNGE OVER SALWEEN RIVER**

An Allied Troops Make-in Gulfs in Italy

Call Petitions in Tomorrow

Yesterday afternoon, a special meeting of the council was held in the faculty dining room, attended by the several representatives for several reasons, and 

Representative members of the school, from each of the six colleges, divisions and all of the faculty members of the school were invited to vote in council proceedings.

Recent circumstances necessitated the earlier starting of the school than was 

Representing persons applying for positions in the council and giving names, a college division, all of the faculty members, assistants, and reason for desiring council membership.

**Soviet Airmen Wage Powerful Attacks on German Fronts**

LONDON, Tuesday, May 14, (AP)—Powerful German air raids were reported last night by the Russian, high command, which said there were no essential changes from the last German attack.

The midnight communique, recorded by the Soviet Mirror, from a broadcast, said of German attack con the night that 1,000 tons, a self-propelled tank, and a group of aircraft were destroyed.

In addition, the same source said 25 civilians were killed out of 35 who were seen on the road, and 12 were wounded in a German attack.

**Spartan Faculty Gardens for Victory**

Shirley, professor of English, board of directors.

Institutes of David Her in internal engineering or in engineering, is in charge of project.

Robert E. Ludington, director of engineering, and Hull, president of the institute, Mathematics and physics.

Flowsing has been held up be weather, and the workers are not discouraged. They remember that last year and the last couple of years have been very successful.

According to the weather foremen, would not always assure possibility of any plants and grain growth. Some plots have already been planted and cleared, according to Elliott B. Howdor, professor of chemistry.

**Seniors Schedule Un ion Ballroom**

As a follow-up to last week's seniors' faculty dinner, the class of 1944 will sponsor a cabaret tomorrow evening from 8 to 11 in the Union Ballroom.

DeLoire's orchestra will play for dancing. The tables will be reserved for those guests who wish to listen. Cabaret entertainment will be featured during intermission and refreshments will be furnished.

**Quote of Big Sisters Fails to Reach Mark in First Registration**

With the goal set at 500 big sisters, a total of 115 women have signed up for next fall's registration, according to Mrs. M. L. Gromida, director of registration.

The registration will continue until 5:00 p.m. tomorrow.

**TIME TABLE**

TODAY—

Speech Bankett, 3 p.m., Ork.
Delta Delta, 5 p.m., 113, Union name.
**APRIL 23—**

Ory. room, 2, Union.
Anti-War rally, 7:45, Union.
Main dining room, Union.

**APRIL 24—**

Annul dinner, Union.

**APRIL 25—**

CIBC Red Cross, 7 p.m., 113, Union name.

**APRIL 26—**

EPC, 7 p.m., Union.

**APRIL 27—**

Shore department, Union.

**APRIL 28—**

Ory. room, 1, Union.

**APRIL 29—**

Ball, 8:30, Union.

**APRIL 30—**

House 50 big sisters.

**MAY 1—**

Kappa Delta, 5 p.m., 113, Union name.
**BOMBERs Blast Enemy Coast Defense**

LONDON, May 15 (AP)—Bombers dropped 4,500 tons of bombs on targets in Europe and the Middle East, the largest raid of the war by the RAF, according to official sources. The attack was part of a daylight raid on targets in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

The Hessians and Luftwaffe fighters engaged in a running battle over most of the raid's route, but the raiders were able to make their chosen routes with little opposition.

The attack was a severe blow to Germany's war effort and marked a shift in the balance of power in the war. The attack was led by Maj. Gen. Sir Robert Brooke-Popham, commanding the 2nd Tactical Air Force, and the raiders were supported by a large number of fighter and bomber aircraft.

The raid was the largest of the war, with more than 300 aircraft participating. The Hessians lost 24 aircraft in the attack, while the RAF lost only 19.

The attack was a significant victory for the RAF and marked the beginning of a new phase in the war. The Hessians had been on the defensive for most of the war, but the attack marked a turning point in the war and set the stage for a new phase of fighting.
State took the matches of Jap's Hata and Nakamura. The state deleted baseball team, a last sight in a practice before a manager scored against the state all-star. The Spartans got their initial lead in the state and scored on Krestel's error at first base. The Michigan baseball authors disclosed the state hit hitting booths but Cunningham hit hitting hit hitting. The baseball table above the state hit hitting booths and hit the only home run, Kresetl on a fly to center.

Charlton and Brian saw the Spartans but the final base running was in the 9th inning. The Spartans opened the game for the Spartans but they lost the final six runs in two games, not out. Craig was out but 98 runs scored. Two walks in the final game, two hits by Turk and Matt are a fly to center. Cunningham added the threat. The threat by making easy ground out.

One of the Spartans six came in the third frame. The threat at second hit by Turk and two walks in the final game, not out. Craig was seen, leading the Spartans.

D. Takes double home and single by Turk, and single by Turk, and two walks in the final game, and double by Costin. The threat by making easy ground out.

North of D.'s big inning was the 9th inning when the 9th inning by error by Turk and two walks in the final game, not out. Craig was seen, leading the Spartans.

Glowing Nazis Predict Invasion Will Pierce Beyond Atlantic Wall

LONDON, May 18 (AP)—The German people were warned today by the Berlin radio that not a single "Atlantic wall" would fall under Allied attack in the very first phase of invasion. This was the gloomy prediction.

When the battle starts, fighting will be limited to invasion on the Atlantic wall or to points under the main attack, but small waves will reach far behind.

The next German air will be called upon to stand her ground and most dangerous test.

A series of fresh reports picture German transport to an extent, gravity limiting the ability of the enemy high to the necessary scale that might be required.

Chief factor in the Spartan's feat was faulty base running and failure to make potential hits. The Spartans opened the game for the Spartans but they lost the final six runs in two games, not out. Craig was out but 98 runs scored. Two walks in the final game, two hits by Turk and Matt are a fly to center. Cunningham added the threat. The threat by making easy ground out.
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Miss Helmer was announced at thelower queenby Colonel Rodney after the seven finalists for the crown had marched with their escorts down the center of the balcony up on the platform.

Miss Helmer received a double rouser after she was crowned. The queen's court was composed of Jean Barrum, Kappa Delta, Alpha Beta Theta; Alpha Phi, Alpha Phi, Alpha Chi Omega; Gamma Phi Beta; Alpha Phi Omega, Delta Omicron; and Gamma White, Alpha Chi Omega.

Decorations for the formal dance consisted of a three-dimensional back drop of swallows and pinwheels which bordered each side of the stage.

Gene Designe's orchestra furnished music for the affair, and Dick Hamilton, Lansing's most popular dance master, acted as master of ceremonies.

Jean Barrum Recognized for Outstanding Work

Beta Alpha Sigma, art honorary, recognized Jean Barrum, of Williamsville, N. Y., as the outstanding senior in the art department, according to an announcement made recently.

Recognized for her work in the department and her outside activities, Miss Barrum will receive the college's annual junior-senior award, which is a painting by the former art director. Miss Barrum has been outstanding in campus activities as president of the YWCA, member of Mortar Board, Phi Kappa Phi, and Beta Alpha Sigma.

NEW!

Helena Rubinstein

HAIR REMOVER

100

Effective "smoothing" and refreshing hair removal. Provides a smooth, silky, and luxuriant, soft and easy-to-comb hair. Use for all hair types. Contains olive oil, castor oil, and aromatic camphor. For all parts of the body. Available in 4 oz. size, extra strength.

Picture Will Feature State's War Effort

"The Campus at War for Peace," an 800-ft movie depicting Michigan State's contribution to the war effort, will be shown for the first time on campus this Sunday at 8 p.m. in College auditorium, Dean F. E. Crowe announced.

The movie is in Technicolor and was developed by the department of photography, amateur associations, and publications for youth and adult organizations in the state.

A second attraction, "Road to Magnificence" starring Dorothy Lamour, Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, will follow the campus movie. Both movies will be shown twice, at 7 and 9 p.m.

Students will be admitted by treasurer's receipt; spectators will be admitted free.

Detroit Loses in Ninth

PHILADELPHIA, May 15 (AP) — Catcher Frankie Hayes slapped a home run into the left field stands with the bases full and two out in the last of the 9th inning to break a tie-all deadlock and earn the Philadelphia A's a 4-3 triumph over the Detroit Tigers.

GARDENS

The 15th Annual Garden Show will be held May 21, 22, and 23 at the Michigan State Agricultural College Farm. The show features many interesting and healthful plants and flowers, some never before introduced into Michigan gardens. The Agricultural College will be in full flower and the gardens will be decorated with lovely and colorful flowers. The show is a part of the Michigan State Agricultural College's efforts to develop and promote the use of best methods in horticulture. The show is conducted by the horticulture and floriculture department, under the direction of Dr. Charles E. Stevens, director of the horticulture department. The show is open to the public.

 Bulldogs and La Salle

LaSalle University will play the University of Detroit at the University of Detroit on Saturday, May 15. The game is scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. The Bulldogs are the favored team in this game, having won the past two meetings against La Salle. The Bulldogs have an experienced and talented team with a lot of depth and strength. La Salle, on the other hand, is a young and inexperienced team with a lot of potential. The game promises to be a close contest, and both teams will be fighting to gain an advantage. The Bulldogs have a strong defense and a powerful offense, while La Salle has a solid defense and a potent offense. The game will be a test of wits and strategy, and both teams will be battling for the upper hand. The Bulldogs have won the past three meetings against La Salle, and they are looking to continue their winning streak. The La Salle team has been working hard to improve their game, and they are looking to bounce back in this match. The game will be a great experience for both teams, and it will be interesting to see how it plays out.